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INEQUALITY BETWEEN THE BERGMAN METRIC

AND CARATHÉODORY DIFFERENTIAL METRIC

KYONG T. HAHN

Abstract. The author gives a short proof of an inequality between the

Bergman metric and the Carathéodory differential metric on any complex

manifold.

In this note we shall give a short proof of the following theorem.

Theorem. In any complex manifold M, the Bergman metric sM is always

greater than or equal to the Carathéodory differential metric cM if M admits

them.

Let F be the set of square integrable holomorphic «-forms on a complex

manifold M of dimension n. Then F is a separable Hubert space with respect

to the inner product (, ). Let/be the element of F with ||/|| = (/,/)1/2 < 1

which maximizes af = f/\f at z E M. Then a¡ = kMiz, z), the Bergman

kernel form of M. Let g be the element of F with g(z) = 0 and ||g|| < 1

which maximizes bg = 3¿g A 3¿g at z, where 3¿ denotes a holomorphic

tangent vector in the ¿¡-direction. Then bg = kMiz, z)s2Miz, £). See [1] or [5].

Therefore, s\,iz, £) = b /af. If tp is a holomorphic function on M such that

œ(z) = 0 and |<p| < 1, then <p/ is an element of F that can compete with g.

Hence,

\ > h («0 A 3t ivf) = (3tç>)/A (3€<p)/

= |3£(p| a¡   atz E M

or

cliz, ¿) < s¿(z, Ç),       zEM.

This inequality has been previously proved in [3] and [4], and also in [2]

using a different method. The proof given here is similar to that of [2].

The author would like to thank the referee for suggesting this proof.
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